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- socially oriented 

- macro-social 

- social values 

- moral stand 

- dynamic 

- process 

- active individual 

Social Quality 
(“good society”) 

Quality of Life 
(“good life”) 

- individually oriented 

- micro-social 

- emotions 

- personal interests 

- static 

- results 

- passive individual 

As opposing concepts 

However, we must keep in mind that even when we measure the quality of life of individuals, we are not primarily interested in individuals, but 
in qualifying the societies according with the specific level of “quality of life” that they guarantee to its members. 
 
Ultimately, the fundamental “unit of study” in both approaches is always “society”. 

Different approaches 

Different aspects 

- Social cohesion 

- Social exclusion 

- Sustainability 

- Social quality 

- Equality 

- Democracy 

- Welfare state models 

 

 

 

 

 

- Education and training. 

- Housing. 

- Health. 

- Incomes. 

- Happiness 

- Working conditions. 

 

 



Units of Analysis (levels) 
 

- individuals (atomistic) 

- social situations (relational) 

- social units (holistic) 

 

 

 

 
The prototypical units of analysis for the social quality approach are “social units” and “social situation”, and for quality of life approach are 
“individuals” and “social situations”. 

The prototypical unit of information for social quality approach are “societal” and “relational” characteristics, and for quality of life are 
“individuals” and “situational” characteristics. 

 

However, all types of information units can be used at all levels of analysis. 

 

- Sometimes we aggregate individual scores in one variable (i.e., educational achievement) to characterised a social unit (i.e., a nation). 

- Sometimes we directly apply situational features (i.e., crime rates or level of noise in the neighbourhood) to individuals or to societies.  

- “Relational features” (i.e., inequality) need information for at least two individuals, normally a collective or a community. But social inequality can 
be considered a situational characteristic of individuals. 

- “Societal features” cannot be in any way attributed to individuals, only to the society as a whole or to its institutions. 

   

Units of Analysis   and   Units of information 

Units of information 
 

- individual features 
- situational features 
- relational features 
- societal features 

 

 

SQ 

QL 



Two ways of thinking about the relationship 
(Berger-Scmitt & Noll, 2000) 

A) We can think of Social Quality properties as outcomes measurable as 
individual characteristics. In this case, Social Quality and Quality of Life 
would be two external and independent entities. We can measure the 
impact of SQ in QL (But in the same vein, we can also measure the impact 
of QL in SQ) 

 

B) We can think of Social Quality properties as part of the life situation of 
the individuals who lives in a society.  (But in the same vein, we could also 
consider Quality of Life properties as a consequence of the social quality of 
a society). 

Situation 

Society 

Self 

Relationship between societal characteristics and quality of Life 

Social 
Quality 

Quality 
of Life 

“At a conceptual level two ways of thinking about the 
relationship between social cohesion and quality of life are 
possible. The first perspective would conceptualise social 
cohesion as a characteristic of a society with a positive impact 
on the quality of life of its members. From a second point of 
view the characteristics of society would be considered to be 
also characteristic of the life situation of the individuals 
belonging to that society. Such a position would assume a 
broad conceptualisation of quality of life and would therefore 
treat societal qualities as components of the individual quality 
of life” (Berger-Scmitt & Noll, 2000:15) 

 

Social Quality 

of the situation 

Quality 

 of Life 

A) 

B) 

C) a third way of thinking 



Thesis: 

Social Quality and Quality of Life are two complementary 
properties of a unique phenomenon: The Quality of Society.  

Quality of Society 

Social Quality Quality of Life 

One corollarie: 

 

1) Social quality should not be considered as a 
new paradigm or approach aimed to substitute 
the Quality of Life approach. 
 

(From Quality of Life to Social Quality: “The problems identified 
with the Quality of Life approach led to its reconceptualization 
as social Quality” (Wallace & Abbott, 2007). 

 

 



Niels Bohr (1885-1962), a Danish physicist who received the Nobel Prize in 
1922, introduced the concept of complementarity. 

Example: wave and particle theories of light 

Encyclopaedia Britannica 

complementarity principle, in physics, tenet that a complete knowledge of 
phenomena on atomic dimensions requires a description of both wave and 
particle properties. The principle was announced in 1928 by the Danish 
physicist Niels Bohr. Depending on the experimental arrangement, the 
behaviour of such phenomena as light and electrons is sometimes wavelike and 
sometimes particle-like; i.e., such things have a wave-particle duality. It is 
impossible to observe both the wave and particle aspects simultaneously. 
Together, however, they present a fuller description than either of the two 
taken alone. 

 

“This crucial point...implies the impossibility of any sharp separation between the 
behaviour of atomic objects and the interaction with the measuring instruments 
which serve to define the conditions under which the phenomena appear.... 
Consequently, evidence obtained under different experimental conditions 
cannot be comprehended within a single picture, but must be regarded as 
complementary in the sense that only the totality of the phenomena exhausts 
the possible information about the objects” Niels Bohr 

- it is impossible to measure the full properties of the wave and particle at a 
particular moment 

-  The type of measurement determines which property is shown  

 

 

The concept of complementarity in physics 
(quantum mechanics) 

Niels Bohr 



 Example: wave and particle theories of light 
 

Wave–particle duality is a theory that proposes that every elementary particle exhibits the 
properties of not only particles, but also waves. A central concept of quantum mechanics, this 
duality addresses the inability of the classical concepts "particle" or "wave" to fully describe the 
behaviour of quantum-scale objects. 

 

 

As Einstein described: "It seems as though we must use sometimes the one 
theory and sometimes the other, while at times we may use either. We are 
faced with a new kind of difficulty. We have two contradictory pictures of 
reality; separately neither of them fully explains the phenomena of 
light, but together they do"  
 

 

 

Oxford dictionary, PHYSICS 

Complementarity: the concept that two contrasted theories, such as the wave and particle theories 
of light, may be able to explain a set of phenomena, although each separately only accounts for 
some aspects. 

 

Encyclopaedia Britannica 

wave-particle duality,  possession by physical entities (such as light and electrons) of both 
wavelike and particle-like characteristics. On the basis of experimental evidence, German physicist 
Albert Einstein first showed (1905) that light, which had been considered a form of 
electromagnetic waves, must also be thought of as particle-like, localized in packets of discrete 
energy.  

 

 

 

As Einstein described: "It seems as though we must use sometimes the one theory 
and sometimes the other, while at times we may use either. We are faced with a new 
kind of difficulty. We have two contradictory pictures of reality; separately 
neither of them fully explains the phenomena of light, but together they do"  



- Physical reality is determined and defined by manifestations of properties which are limited by trade-offs 
between these complementary pairs. 

 

Physicists F.A.M. Frescura and Basil Hiley have summarized the reasons for the introduction of the 
principle of complementarity in physics as follows: 

 

 

“By using one particular piece of apparatus only certain features could be made manifest at the expense 
of others, while with a different piece of apparatus another complementary aspect could be made 
manifest in such a way that the original set became non-manifest, that is, the original attributes were no 

longer well defined” 

Summary: 

 

a) Objects (like Quality of  Society) only emerge in the process of observation. 

Objects interact with the observer/instrument of observation. 

b) Objects (like Quality of Society) have complementary properties. 

c) These properties ( Social Quality & Quality of Life) cannot be measure 
accurately at the same time or in the same process of observation 

d) A full description (of Quality of Society) can only be achieved measuring the 
two complementary properties. 

 

 

 

“By using one particular piece of apparatus only certain features could be 
made manifest at the expense of others, while with a different piece of 
apparatus another complementary aspect could be made manifest in such a 
way that the original set became non-manifest, that is, the original attributes 
were no longer well defined” 



Even though Quality of Life and Social Quality are different, even opposing approaches, both try to 

observe the same underlying reality: the Quality of Society. Therefore, there should be an intimate 

connection between them. 

 

The existence of this intimate connection does not imply that we can, applying both SQ and QL 

approaches, obtain two identical measures of a same society. A full empirical coincidence between two 

observational instruments would be unconceivable. Each approach observes social reality from a 

different perspective. 

 

However, we already know about some causal mechanisms and empirical correlations which prove 

the existence of intimate connections and links between Social Quality and Quality of Life approaches.  

 

But if this intimate connection exists, we must also be able to find out some sort of conceptual 

homology between them. These two apparently opposing concepts, good society and good life, like 

social cohesion and happiness, must share a more basic and fundamental framework, that is, they must 

be homologous at some particular level of the epistemological chain. 

 

To prove the existence of an intimate and substantial connection between them, we have chosen two 

much more opposing and specific phenomena belonging, respectively, to each one of the two 

approaches we are considering. On the one hand, we have chosen “social cohesion”, a purely societal 

characteristic linked to the idea of a good society. On the other hand, we have chosen “happiness”, 

which is a purely individual phenomenon which is essential to a “good life”. 

 

Let see two independent conceptualisations of social cohesion (Jenson / Bernard) and happiness 

(Bericat) 

GOOD SOCIETY 
(social quality) 

“Social cohesion” “Happiness” 

GOOD LIFE 
(quality of Life) 

conceptual homology 



 

 

- The empirical model of Social Quality explains about 45% of the variance of life 

satisfaction of European citizens (Wallace & Abbott, 2011). 

 

- Delhey & Dragolov (2013) Why Inequality Makes Europeans Less Happy …. 

The “article addresses the question as to whether and why income inequality lowers 

the degree of Europeans’ subjective well-being. While in broad international 

comparisons typically no clear-cut link between income inequality and (un)happiness 

exists, we can demonstrate that Europeans are somewhat less happy in more unequal 

places”.  

 

- The GDP per capita of western European countries correlates directly with the overall 

score of SEWB (coef. correlation=0,8), and correlates inversely with the difference 

between the male and female SEWB, that is, with “socioemotional gender inequality”. 

So, people are happier in more developed countries, and in these countries the 

happiness of women is closer to the happiness of men. 

 

- Structural Gender Equality, measured by th European Gender Equality Index (EGEI), 

show a very little direct correlation, with no statistical significance. 

 

 

 

GOOD SOCIETY 
(social quality) 

GOOD LIFE 
(quality of Life) 

Empirical relationships 



JANE JENSON (1998), DIMENSIONS 

1 Belonging / isolation: social cohesion signifies sharing values, a sense 
of being part of the same community. 

2 Insertion / exclusion: social cohesion supposes a largely shared market 
capacity, particularly with respect to the labour market. 

3 Participation / passivity: social cohesion calls for involvement in the 
management of public affairs, in partnerships and in the third sector, as 
opposed to political disenchantment. 

4 Recognition / rejection: social cohesion considers pluralism not just a 
fact, but a virtue, that is, the tolerance of differences. 

5 Legitimacy / illegitimacy: social cohesion supposes the maintenance of 
public and private institutions that act as mediators in conflicts. 

PAUL BERNARD (1999), STRUCTURE 
 

Structure underlying the Jenson’ five 
dimensions 
 

The structuring process has revealed the 
existence of a sixth dimension: equality/
inequality 

SOCIAL COHESION 

JUDITH MAXWELL (1996), DEFINITION 
 
DEF.: "Social cohesion involves building shared values and communities of interpretation, reducing disparities in wealth and income, 
and generally enabling people to have a sense that they are engaged in a common enterprise, facing shared challenges, and that they are 
members of the same community.” 



Two philosophical approaches to happiness: 

- Eudaimonic (Aristotle) (happiness as virtue, arete or excellence 
action) 

- Hedonic (Epicure) (happiness as embodied pleasure) 

A third ethical-practical approach to happiness 

- Being-well (Democritus) (Contentment or cheerfulness) 

Two sociological theories of emotions: 

- Theodore K. Kemper (1978)  

Social Interactional Theory of Emotion 
(“a very large class of emotions results from real, imagined, or anticipated outcomes in social relationships”) 

- Randall Collins (1981, 2004) 

Interaction Ritual Chains 
(Following Durkheim and Goffman: “social ritual are quintessential institutions that produce society”) 

 

HAPPINESS    ≅   SOCIOEMOTIONAL WELL-BEING (SEWB) 





Social Interactional Theory of Structural 
Emotion (Kemper) 
 
We feel “structural emotions” according with 
our positions in two basic dimensions of 
sociability: power and status. We will feel 
positive emotions if we have sufficient power 
(security, confidence) or status (happiness, 
“feel good”), and negative emotions if we 
have insufficient or excessive power (fear/
guilt) or status (depression/shame). 

Interaction Ritual Chains and emotional 
energy (Collins) 
 
Emotional energy (EE) is a lasting mood that 
occurs in the individual after having 
collectively shared the same emotional state 
with others. A successful ritual elevates the EE, 
while a failed, empty or forced ritual 
diminishes it. High EE involves joy, vitality 
and feeling good; but low EE involves 
sadness, depression, low energy and 
disappointment. Individuals acquire or lose 
EE in power and status dimensions. EE tends 
to accumulate, positively or negatively, over 
time. 

 

Socio-emotional Well-Being (SEWB) 
 

Conceptual definition 



Common Factor Analysis 
 
European Social Survey 
ESS-2006 

Socio-emotional 
Well-Being (SEWB) 
 

Empirical model 
 



Social Cohesion: Economic 
 

Insertion / exclusion 
Equality/Inequality 

SEWB 
 

“POWER” 

Social Cohesion: Political 
 

Legitimacy / illegitimacy 
Participation / passivity 

SEWB 
 

“SELF” 

SEWB 
 

“STATUS” 

Social Cohesion: Cultural 
 

Recognition / rejection 
Belonging / isolation 

Social Cohesion 
Happiness 

HOMOLOGY: 
 
- Democratic dialectic 

- Social Cohesion 

- Happiness or SEWB 

Dialectic of Democracy (social order)  (Bernard, 1999:6-7) 
The central triangle indicates that liberty, equality and solidarity are all three indispensable to democracy (French Revolution). 
By dialectic I mean: a) these elements relate to each other, they form a totality, b) these three elements also contradict each other  



CONCLUSION: 
 

social quality and quality of life ARE complementary approaches 

Quality of Society (QS) 

Social Quality (SQ) 
 

Determinant “societal” and “relational” 

features for living a good life. 
 

Quality of Life (QL) 
 

Determinant “individual” and “situational” 
features for the well-being of individuals. 

 



Social quality and Quality of Life as 
Complementary Concepts 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

One should attach the greatest importance of all to the city’s being well run …  For the city’s 
being well run is the greatest good, everything is contained in that; if that is preserved 
everything is preserved, if that is destroyed everything is destroyed.  (Democritus, DK 252) 

In a share fish, there are no bones (Democritus, DK 151) 

Poverty in democracy is as much to be preferred to so-called 
prosperity under an oligarchy of a few powerful families, as 
freedom to slavery. (Democritus, DK 251) 

DEMOCRITUS of Abdera (460-370 BC) 
 

In Democritus' ethic we can find ... 
an analysis of happiness developed in a triple level: atomistic, relational and holistic; 

and a dual perspective on happiness, based on: moral values (good life) and interests (well-being) 
 

Some Democritus’ maxims … 

The measure of the the useful and the useless is pleasure and lack of pleasure. (Democritus, 
DK 188) 

The best way for a man to lead his life is to have been as 
cheerful as possible and to have suffered as little as possible. 
This could happen if one did not make his pleasures in mortal 

things. (Democritus, DK 189) 

relational 

holistic 

atomistic 

good life 

well-being 



 
 
 
 
 

 

Thank you very much. 
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